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IntroductionT HE possibility of controlling boundary layers to delay tran-sition is a subject that has received much attention withinthe aerodynamics research community because of the lower skin-friction drag in laminar  ow. It has long been known that smallamounts of surface suction can, in theory, greatly enhance the sta-bility characteristics of an attached boundary layer and thereby re-duce drag and, hence, operating costs by delaying transition. AtSouthampton over the past eight years there has been a program ofresearch into the experimental applicationof distributed suction fortheautomaticcontrolofboundary-layertransition.In the initialworka platewith two independentsuctionpanelswas used, eitherwith orwithout a freestreampressure gradient. The individual suction  owrates were controlled, maintaining transition at a desired locationwhile minimizing a cost function based on the sum of squares ofthe suction  ow rates,1,2 which gives a rough approximation to thepower consumption of the pumps used in the suction system. This
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formulation,which is basedon thedesignrequirementsfor a nacelle,gives a nonlinearly constrained optimization problem. To solve it,an algorithmwas developed3 basedon a gradientprojectionmethod.In addition to the experimental work, which is detailed inRefs. 1–3, a complementary program of theoretical modeling hasbeen performed.This work was aimed at both modeling the experi-ments and extending the scope of the research by consideringmoresuctionpanelsandmore realisticgeometries such asNACA airfoils.The modeling consists of the numerical solution of an interactiveboundary-layer formulation for the  ow, a linear stability analysisusing the Orr–Sommerfeld equation, and transition prediction us-ing the eN method, followed by an update of the suction  ow ratesusing the same basic strategy as that used in the experiments. Asformulated, it mimics the experiments,which enables us to investi-gate more complex con gurations. This Note presents some of theresults from the theoretical modeling. Further details of our recentwork in this area can be found in Ref. 4.The calculations described were performed for air at standardconditions (m = 1.5 £ 10 ¡ 5 m2s ¡ 1) with a freestream velocity ofU˜ =20ms ¡ 1 , a referencelengthof L˜ =1m, and a valueof NT = 4.3in the eN method, corresponding to a freestream turbulence levelof approximately 0.5% as found in the wind tunnel used for theexperiments. Flat Plate Con gurationWithno suction,transitionis predictedto occurat x ¼ 0.93, so thatany useful suctionpanelmust have at least its leadingedgeupstreamof this position.Calculationswere performed using a single suctionpanel in the region 0.4·x ·0.72. Initially, as suction is applied,the change in xT is close to linear, with a relatively small amount ofsuction moving transition a signi cant distance downstream untilxt ¼ 1.4, when Cq = ¡ v˜w / U˜ ¼ 10 ¡ 4 . However, as more suction isapplied, the slope of the curve changes until the transition asymp-totes to a constant position between x =1.6 and 1.65. When thisoccurs, the boundary layer on the suction panel is extremely thin,and increasing the suction  ow rate has little effect on the stabilitycharacteristics of the  ow downstream of the panel. Hence, for asingle panel, after a certain point, further suction effort is largelywasted in terms of delaying the onset of transition. Furthermore,a reasonable estimate of the maximum distance that transition canbe moved downstream is obtained by adding the transition posi-tion with zero suction to the position of the downstream end of thesuction panel (xT = 0.93 + 0.72 =1.65).A two-panel con guration, similar to that used in the experi-ments, was also investigated. The panels were at 0.28·x ·0.48and 0.58·x ·0.78. Contours of the value of xT for combinationsof the suction  ow rates are shown in Fig. 1, as is the contourof thecost function for the optimum value when xd = 1.5. In this case, itis clear that there is a single global optimum for each value of xdand that for low values of xd the optimum has essentially the samesuction  ow rate on both panels. The latter result was also foundin the experiments.2 The transition position and suction  ow ratesplotted against the iteration number k are shown in Fig. 2. There
Fig. 1 Transition position for two suction panels as a function of theCq £ £ 104; contours are for constant xT up to xT = 1.5 in increments of0.1; also shown is the contour for the optimumvalue of the cost functionwhen xd = 1.5. The optimum is given by the point closest to the originwhere the lines are tangential.
